


Dear acting Chair and members of the OECD TFDE

We very much appreciate the public consultation period open about this topic as we think this is a 
fundamental issue in today’s modern economy that needs to be approached and resolved.

First:  We consider there should be a green-field re-design of the international taxation system 
adapted to the current and future society and economic world, to be put in place not later than 
2030, and have some perspectives about that, but knowing how ambitious that is, we concentrate 
in your questions and how to approach the short-mid-term within the current environment. 

We hereby present our coordinated feedback, comments and observations, following the order of 
your questions, remaining at your disposal for any further clarification. 

Sincerely,
Ignacio Longarte
Chairman – In representation of the board

DET3 Founders:

REQUEST FOR INPUT ON WORK REGARDING 
THE TAX CHALLENGES 

OF THE DIGITALISED ECONOMY 

TFDE, Task Force Digital Economy 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD)
2 rue André-Pascal 
75775, Paris, Cedex 16 France 
October 13th, 2017 

Madrid, Spain 



• Action 1 = BEPS Action 1

• A.I. = Artificial Intelligence

• AOA = Authorized OECD Approach for attributing profits to Permanent Establishments

• APPS = Application

• API = Application Programming Interface

• B2B = Business to business transactions / commerce

• B2C = Business to consumer transactions / commerce

• B2B2C = Business to Business to consumer business models

• BEPS = OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting project

• DET3 = Digital Economy Taxation Think Tank

• D&A = Data Analytics

• HDBM = Highly Digitalized Business Model

• IaaS = Infrastructure as a Service

• IP = Intellectual Property or Intangibles in general

• MNE = Multinational Enterprise

• PaaS = Platform as a Service

• R&D = Research and Development

• SaaS = Software as a Service

• SEP = Significant Economic Presence

• TP = Transfer Pricing

• SMB = Small Medium Business

• UX = User experience

• WT = Withholding Tax

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

This document was prepared during the short period of time provided to answer the OECD  input request and it covers not all but a good number the points we 
consider relevant. In some of this points elaboration has been limited due to the time constraints.  Please refer to further analysis /  publications to come.
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• First: We consider there should be a green-field re-design of the international taxation system 
adapted to the future society and economic world, and recognize the need of an “interim pe-
riod” that requires immediate action now.

• The current 3 doors left open in 2015 BEPS Action 1 report, as gradually applied, producing a 
brutally complex and uncertain landscape for global digitally enabled entrepreneurs.  

• Digital elements have an increasing strong participation in the “means of creating value”, being 
unique elements in some business models. 

• The “value creation” and “source of income” concepts are very different. 
User does NOT mean client. 
But we accept a sort of reconciliation from tax perspective is needed in current stage.

• Global MNEs in general moving to:

1. Interactive fast multidisciplinary cooperation between functions/departments
2. Customer centricity yes, but with a trend towards stronger central degree Governance mo-

del over the key elements of the business model, especially big deals pricing Governance.

• IP and intangibles: 

1. Data as a new class asset. 
2. Most of hard/fixed assets will be “digitalized”.
3. Digital platform, as a central element concentrating value creation in any industry: either 

“Around - or in”.

• Transfer Pricing: 

1. Need to cover and map the data journey across the value chain and set relative contribu-
tion to the business.

2. Need to evaluate impact of A.I. and D&A in the Significant People Functions BEPs analy-
sis.

3. Integrating the above with current TP guidelines, Treaty regs, EU Directives and BEPS 
measures, far away too complex for any tax payer. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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PROPOSSED OPTIONS TO ADDRESS DIRECT TAX POLICY CHALLENGES

• DIGITAL NEXUS:  SIGNIFICAN ECONOMIC PRESENCE (SEP):

1. Cristal clear objective definition of SEP needed but option has fundamental issues and 
practical implementation to generate extreme complications when co-existing with other 
closely related tax figures.

2. Due the special features of the data class asset, refrain from any attempt to consider 
remote raw data collection as a Tax PE in the current digitalized economy.

•  WT ON DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS

1. Has also technical / treaty law fundamental issues.
2. Should only affect “stateless tax-income” (see elaboration).
3. Only in B2B. Consensus based agile double taxation elimination for “good tax citizens” 

would be a MUST.
4. We do not support double taxation, but expect also no “non-taxation” or “minimal nominal 

taxation” distorting the level playing field.

• EQUALIZATION LEVY:

1. Only pre-defined remotely concluded B2B sales transactions, that achieve a significant 
threshold. Reduced rates.

2. Only “Stateless Tax-Income (see elaboration).
3. Full sensitivity to frequency of transactions / recently created companies / or market pe-

netration strategies.
4. Ensure good citizen tax payers with digital business models/transactions can recover this 

extra cost in the effective beneficiary entity corporate income tax return or in any other 
feasible way on an agile basis.

5. Smooth on-line reporting tool.
6. We do not support considering intermediate players as the solution to the collection is-

sue.

• VAT:

1. We appreciate a positive trend here with the OECD and EU suggested measures, with min-
dful gradual European implementation, but a clear focus on LATAM consistency is needed 
now.

If you are an enthusiastic but rigorous stakeholder in this field,
if you want to become a sponsor or want to use any of our materials,
we are delighted to hear from you, please contact: contact@det3.eu



Answer to OECD 
specific questions
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MEANS OF VALUE CREATION CROSS INDUSTRIES
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A.1- Please describe the impact of this digitalization process on business models, and the natu-
re of these changes (e.g. means and location of value creation, organization, supply chains and 
cost structure).

The impact of Digitalization is such that it is affecting, transforming, and evolving every single 
industry business model and enables never existing before alternatives to bring new products/ser-
vices and value propositions to the market.

In essence, digital elements can:

• make the current business model much more efficient and controlled, and
• enable completely new business models

In the new design thinking era, the trend that will come is clearly that most MNEs will combine 
this enhanced evolution of their traditional business models, with try and fail controlled pilots of 
very disruptive digitally powered business model launches. The pure digital-play companies, either 
start-ups or relevant-sized companies, might be more agile and used to this environment, but the 
playing field in every industry will be driven by these forces.

This will make very difficult in about 5-10 years from now to find any international business model 
that is not heavily depending on a seamless real-time use of technology across its whole value 
chain, and in the relationships with its key stakeholders.

A.1- Means of Value Creation and cost structure:

We think that there are some common elements we can carve out that will likely apply to any MNE 
in the current and future context and considering digital environment is pervasive.

The following elements will be the key building blocks:

A. Digitalisation, Business Models 
and Value Creation
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Relative value of one element/block versus the other, if we apply current regulation, can be infe-
rred, but, considering how business models are evolving and the pace of chance, it is becoming 
increasingly difficult or at least highly resource consuming and conflict oriented when discussed 
with tax administrations.

A pure-digital-play company will have different relative weight of those mentioned elements in the 
value creation process than a more “traditional” company, but that is going to happen in any case. 
External relationships are gaining weight in the open innovation era. The role of the client in value 
co-creation and its participation in the value chain is more incisive than ever.

This brings a need to evaluate impact of A.I. and D&A role in the significant people functions BEPS 
analysis.

In terms of the new business models impact in the MNEs cost structure, clearly the cost of the 
HDW, Software and Cybersecurity management will increase significantly versus what use to be 10 
years ago in any industry. Either directly or indirectly as traditional relevant big Technology CAPEX 
investment models are evolving to flexible cloud models.

The more this happens the more will it be difficult to differentiate IT from pure business costs; i.e.: 
marketing people will have to work hand by hand with the UX strategists and programing experts 
of that company or third parties.

This has to be considered in any Value Chain Analysis.

Although there will be temporary relevant costs of transforming most multinationals’ culture to 
embrace digital age, part of that big incremental impact in the balance sheets / P&L is here to stay.
In some industries, the tangible assets block will have a bigger weight in the balance sheet, like 
network investments in Telco’s, factories in OEM / automotive manufactures, or power plants in 
energy & utilities, sometimes with big annotations on it. But the clear trend is that from factory 
product lines, to telco or electricity networks, all those tangible/fixed assets will be real time con-
nected & operated through digital technologies, getting tangible and intangible components tied 
up operationally.

This has indeed to be part of any TP analysis, considering that digital companies, or even traditio-
nal companies investing huge amounts of money in technology (data centers, software R&D, IOT 
analytics, cloud....) like a global bank for instance, are not always able to light up said investments 
in their balance sheet because of the traditional accounting way of recognizing intangible assets. 
Something that will have to evolve also.

A.1- Location of value creation and organization

We have taken these two questions jointly. A critical element of the new business models is they 
are much more collaborative, cross-company walls, and outdoors. A globally scattered team can 
create joint value and the impact of each team member contributions might never see a reflection 
in income obtained in the same country where the team member is. This is not new but is highly 
exacerbated by new technologies, and we see new collaboration cultures fostering more “autono-
mous and cross-functional teams” as a clear trend. In some of our company members, different 
teams collaborate across the globe in a follow-the sun-mode, or splitting parts of the very same 
project. Job levels are less important in the collaborative mode, which is sometimes generating a 
review of the number of highly rated executives in MNEs.
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From that perspective, the human centered value creation can be pretty scattered across the glo-
be, in a very iterative and difficult to follow process, because the new collaboration paradigms are 
moving away from the typical linear chronogram of tasks. This trend not only affects any function/
department or business unit of an MNE itself (i.e. on a “functional basis”), but for what relate to 
Tax analysis, implies an entangled way of co-create value between departments where businesses 
would like that borders or legal entities are not a distorting element of the process. Technology 
makes it possible, connects all the dots, and allows a new level of decision making processes.

More and more, especially in disruptive pure-play digital companies, when we try to map the value 
chain generation, we explain it better as a circular ecosystem rather than the traditional lineal flow:

Nonetheless, it is fundamental to mention that we also identify a trend in a good number of relati-
vely big and global MNES towards structuring a degree of governance over the key elements of the 
business model, in a much stronger way than before, and much more stringent than small start-
ups for several reasons, and under a much more agile technology driven framework that is chan-
ging the way Headquarters operate.

The functional org-chart is therefore becoming flatter, but the ones who stay in control want to be 
on it deeper and more frequently, meaning, in some cases, almost a real-time control to manage 
the business model ecosystem.
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In essence, a relevant part of value creation will happen “around or inside a digital platform”, as an 
exponential trend.

Understanding impact of these governance and management pattern changes in the Value Chain, 
Tax & TP analysis is fundamental; Difficult, but possible.

Reconciling the “value creation concept” versus “source concept” is also key.

A.2- What role does IP play in highly digitalized businesses, and what are the types of IP that are 
important for different types of business models (e.g. patents, brands, algorithms, etc.)?

• The foundation of the business model of most highly digitalized MNEs is predominantly intan-
gibles, it’s all about talent and intangibles.

• Most digital companies will use a combination of the different intangibles at play, with different 
intensity depending on their specific business model and industry and the casuistic is wide. 
Unless we completely change the current international tax and transfer pricing framework, 
understand the role of IP in value generation is needed and it is useful to place some indicators 
as you are asking, with the caveat of the need for a qualitative specific value chain and busi-
ness model objective analysis.

These few indicators, should be prudently taken just as general guidance:

• When business model is predominantly digital, and there is a lack of physical product or physi-
cal assets network, brand impact, in the way Marketing profession tends to look at it, tends to 
be not negligible but less relevant. The value drivers of the brand are going to be informed in a 
big part by the different digital and technological elements of the business model.

• Patents are important but due to the lack of homogenous approach on the patentable ele-
ments across the globe, not always the key indicator in digital business models. A software, 
a business model or a business process can be patented in the US while not in certain EU 
jurisdictions, placing potentially EU companies in a more difficult situation to compete. There 
is a need to review IP protection and enforcement in digital era and we strongly advocate for a 
common framework, which is a must for the digital economy.

• Software and Algorithms are most of the time the veins of the digital company flows, becoming 
increasingly important these days, especially when many new products/services are delivered 
through mobile / APPS in B2C and / or API rest structured in B2B. But prudency needs to be 
observed when assessing these elements of the business, considering the vast amount of soft-
ware and high-end applications easily available in the market, when aiming to identify potential 
unique assets within this class.

• Consideration needs to be provided to both economic funding and relevant development resou-
rces and technological committees. Place of legal registration of the intangibles, by itself, has 
not a strong profit potential attached.

• A new intangible asset class is in our opinion strongly emerging and required to be identified 
due to its relevance: the “data rights”.
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Let us finish mentioning that the way things evolve, and the advent of Internet Of Things, will con-
nect part of the traditional industries / economies hard assets to the “one/zero” culture, with the 
consequence of increasing the routine potential consideration of those hard assets stand-alone 
basis. The other side of this coin is that the relative value of the intangible digital elements will 
increase.

A.3 - How are sales operations organized across different highly digitalized business models? 
What are the relevant business considerations driving remote selling models, and in which cir-
cumstances are remote selling models (as opposed to local sales models) most prevalent?

• Clear trend: client centricity, which translates to client proximity. However, if that proximity 
needs to be physical/local /human centered, or not, depends on the product/service powered 
digitally.

Client proximity yes, but trend towards a loss of local economic empowerment and strong cen-
tral pricing governance, based in central guides, with a given level of flexibility to accommodate 
local market needs for smaller deals, and strong relevant deals central or regional portfolio 
governance.

The more the product is powered through a central digital engine/platform, the more the busi-
ness unit demand remote selling models, or when the product is predominantly non- physical 
and in a not very regulated sector.

• The Financial services / Insurance industry currently has the technical capacity to serve a 
number of products globally, highly optimizing their business model and capital use, for instan-
ce clearly in Private Banking, but that optimization is mostly happening within country borders 
where physical bank offices tend to be reduced in number and headcount, but is not happening 
cross border at the pace desired due to the different local banking regulations that require a 
local legal “front end” to protect the local investor and due to tax/legal regime uncertainties.

But the reality in some business units of global banks, is that the credit risk management, the 
liquidity risk management and a good number of financial products portfolio oversight is highly 
and actively managed out of the headquarter, with growing special properly staffed units. So, 
some banks are actually more and more accounting for part of the revenue on those central 
units in their global trading of financial instruments done with the commercial assistance of 
their branches, which is something commensurate with the economic reality of the case and 
what indeed the recently born native digital banks aim to do.

In some real cases we see in other industries, the business could perfectly be run out of the 
headquarter or the “direct model” revenue generation country, but is not because local small / 
medium B2B clients in some jurisdictions are not used to deal with foreign entrepreneurs. This 
will change gradually and an international simplification of tax rules MUST help here.
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• User does not mean client: Some digital companies, especially those playing in the B2C arena, 
but is also possible in B2B, invest significant efforts and amounts of money not in a traditional 
sales force, but in recruiting users for its app, product or digital service. This is done someti-
mes remotely through social media interaction or local media investments (TV commercials 
etc) or sometimes they develop a local market development workforce specialized in making 
potential users understand the benefits of joining the network. Incentives can be provided 
either through free access to the Digital Platform that is hosted out of the country, or in some 
cases the central foreign entity provides economic incentives to promote the use of the plat-
form and load traffic on it.

In a relevant number of cases the core business of the Digital Platform is not selling anything 
to the platform user in that country, but to other parties elsewhere that get something different 
through the platform in another side/angle of it (In a two-sided or multi-sided platform). In other 
words, in these cases the client to whom any revenue is generated has nothing to do with the 
user of the platform.

For instance, in the Media business, we can have an American based agency that hires adver-
tising space in Spanish media publisher for LATAM originated branded products, and the part 
that finally monetizes it is the Colombian company selling to Spanish clients or Argentinian 
clients that were reading/accessing the media. The user is not at all the client and the adverti-
sing revenue flows to Spain from north-America.

The monetization models can vary significantly for the digital companies and they evolve 
everyday (i.e. B2B2C models) as these companies pivot in their business model. Understanding 
monetization model and mapping real economic flows is relevant starting point of any tax/
transfer pricing analysis.

Important to highlight that there are cases where the acting tax officials confused a user with a 
client in their review, leading to incorrect tax interpretations.

In a number of cases in the digital world, client gives away (information most of the times), 
and client receives (products and services), but for a good number of reasons it is very difficult 
to trace a co-relation back, and we strongly advise not to try it from a purely tax perspective. It 
would be too cumbersome and many times inaccurate.

We note nonetheless that individuals /users are every day more conscious of the privacy of 
their personal data, that clearly belongs to them and has to be protected, and of the profit po-
tential attached to it.
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DATA WORKSTREAM 1

DATA WORKSTREAM 2

DATA WORKSTREAM 3

SIMPLIFIED DATA JOURNEY

Generation / acquisition Storage Processing Exploitation

A.4 - Unprecedented degree of data collection. What is the role of data collection and analysis 
in different highly digitalized business models, and what types of data are being collected and 
analyzed?

Unprecedented and scaling at a pace whose growing curve was not seen before in human history. 
This fact makes it necessary for most companies to invest efforts and resources (functions) in 
organizing and curating that vast amount of data collected as a first step, and second, to develop a 
culture that enable the business to think about extracting value from that data, which takes time.

Some digital native companies created only in the last 15 years are already mastering the use of 
algorithm driven business models working predominantly with data, and being completely relying 
on it for every turn of the key in their business model (see the case of some Live Stream content 
value propositions or E-Market places).

But most other companies, in any industry, will be soon reaping the benefits of the last part of the 
data journey, which is the exploitation and use of the data to produce value.

See below simplified data journey:

There could be 4 different legal entities of the same group, involved in each step, as well as hybrid 
models with third parties.

Data is used for almost ANYTHING in HDBMs (Highly Digitalized Business Models), but this is not 
just a digital companies pattern, it is changing now the status quo in most industries. Now, means 
change is happening TODAY, not in 20 years.

Global value chains depend on seamless, dynamic, continuous information/data flows across the 
legal entities and the different functions/departments. We go to a multinational company type 
where data is used real time everywhere across the value chain.

That is why we talk about knowledge base capital, that is not in the balance sheet but is indeed a 
key element of any Transfer Pricing analysis and likely a unique and valuable tax asset. Data ow-
nership across the value chain needs to be mapped, but at the right level of effort/detail.
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Of course, Banks, Telco, Media companies are amongst the first of being in the middle of a trans-
formative revolution through data driven business models, but even traditional industries that are 
capital intensive or where hard/tangible assets intensive are going to be relying on this pattern:

1. Agriculture is being transformed through IOT, data analytics and AI that integrates sensors real 
time information, weather historic/predictions data, and Autonomous Vehicles that reduce 
human intervention significantly.

2. Automotive industry will be made of mobile hardware manufacturers of a product that releases 
a huge stream of data per/second that opens endless opportunities and business models, as 
well as challenges.

3. The well-known case of companies moving from selling big pieces of airplane engine machi-
nes into data driven cloud powered service models.

In our view, trying to list the types of data that will be generated is an endless exercise because the 
data touch points that most companies will generate across their business model is vast. But we 
can nonetheless make 3 general categories to simplify any analysis:

1. Class C: Data that enhance MNE operations
2. Class B: Data that enhance customer relations
3. Class A: Data enabling New Products/Business models

While there could be some unavoidable intra-categories overlap, this type of general conceptua-
lization, would allow at least an initial approximation to the subsequent topic of how much could 
data be worth.

• In terms of valuing data, we see two clear facts:

• Raw data has limited value.
• The different stages in which data can be, needs to be factored in any value chain analy-

sis.

A.5 - Architecture around online platforms: Is the establishment and operation of such cross- 
country user networks new and specific to certain highly digitalized business models, and what 
are the potential implications for value creation?

First, in our opinion, it is not appropriate extrapolating the situation of a few global digital giants 
owning digital platforms that are in a monopolistic / duopolistic situation, to the rest of market pla-
yers. Nonetheless, playing field must be leveled and we have to analyze the situation at the scale 
and reality that most multinationals will face, ensuring tax law is adapted to real world.

Having said that, almost every company is in the process of building up a digital platform itself. In 
some cases, it will be an instrument to inform, support, control and optimize the business model, 
and in other cases the digital platform will be the business model itself, but more and more the 
lines will be blurring. The more the digital platform is the business model itself, the less local legal 
entities you need to execute your business model, unless you are very regulated, or are heavily 
invested in fixed assets in a jurisdiction.

In our view, we can define a Platform as a “Digitally enabled business model, composed of hard-
ware, software, data, talent and relationships. The platforms are built to create “community” and 
facilitate value exchanges that generate economic flows”.
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The pragmatic daily reality is that the different elements can be contributed from different legal 
entities of the group placing complexity in the analysis, increased by cloud as an accelerator of 
these situations.

Like anything in our debate, there were previous more rudimentary ways of building those platform 
elements, but the different new digital evolvements and the quasi “real time” platform stile, brings 
new elements/angles to the plate that can add relevant value to any MNE and will in many cases 
all together likely be a unique asset.

We go to a platform based world when we talk about MNEs business models, for highly digital bu-
sinesses and also for traditional sectors, and that should be integrated into the value chain analy-
sis of any international company building it up.

Leaving aside legitimate tax credits or pendent to recover taxable bases, we should remember 
that when the platform “is the business” the different sides of the platform and the owner should 
pay their own taxes. The system gets unbalanced and biased when one side/part of a platform 
recognizes/allocates a relevant part of the digital platform revenue to the corporate tax base of a 
substance-less or state-less company.

A.6 - Please describe how you see business models evolving in the future due to advances in 
information and communications technology (e.g. Artificial Intelligence, 3D printing).

In short, all those elements will enable the always connected enterprise, where:

• A.I.and data analytics will have strong influence in the decision-making process of any group
• Tasks automation through RPA, but new skills needed
• Physical and digital elements will be blurring
• Data as the key component of most innovative business models, opens endless possibilities
• Increase of “everything as a service” business models

We have analyzed and observed the business model of a number of disruptive start-ups in the in-
dustries of our members and in others, and tried to infer how things can evolve when most MNEs 
start to open their own R&D system to a “venture” arm of the group that will infuse capital to sma-
ller companies with a culture of fast try and go to market.

Some points to share from that analysis when thinking about future tax policy:

• Much faster paced R&D and better capacity to measure risk and assess early stage value.
• External contributions to the business model through strategic alliances of a relevant size will

complicate finding comparables for such unique value propositions.
• Most Highly Digitalized Business models will gradually incorporate and need hard elements

through IOT disruption, omnichannel strategy, and the advent of other technologies (biometrics 
etc).
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B.1 - What issues are you experiencing with the current international taxation framework? (e.g. 
legal, administrative burden, certainty)

Roadblocks in many countries as unilateral measures grow. Tremendous uncertainty & complexity.
High difficulty to characterize traditional services when they are incorporated into a cloud value 
proposition, or as SaaS, IaaS, PaaS etc.... difficult to segment each component but income qualifi-
cation and VAT/Sales Tax taxation, needs to be decided.

Clear guidelines that do not compromise international business should be provided for this, consi-
dering the “everything as a service” trend. This relates to the later discussed options.

B.2 - Digitalisation and digital business models raise several challenges and opportunities for the 
current international tax system.

In our perspective, the key implication is that the international tax system will need to be fully 
re-written and while that happens we need to manage what we call the “interim period”, that we 
anticipate being in a range of 10-15 years aprox, in the most respectful way for all stake-holders 
interest, accepting that the situation will not be perfect for all players during it.

B. Challenges and Opportunities 
for Tax Systems
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C.1 - How have the various BEPS measures addressed the BEPS risks raised by digitalization?

• Not enough experience yet. Mostly used in audits when it goes in favor of reviewing administra-
tion.

• Action 6: MLI and effective income beneficiary based rules are positive, although not easy to 
interpret for fragmented digital flows.

• Action 3 and action 7 reconciliation not easy and conflict prone.
• Actions 8,10 and 13: The clear message of IP profit attribution requiring real activity and

substance is very positive, although it was always the case.
Positive impact in transparency and tools to perform analysis and determine where there is 
objective value creation/substance, but overall framework far away too complex.

C.2 - New BEPS guidelines and implementation mechanisms relating to value-added tax (VAT)/ 
goods and services tax (GST) to level the playing field. Experience?

This area seems to be going in a more aligned and consistent direction, mainly in Europe and we 
appreciate the focus. The same level of consistency is highly required in EU to LATAM transac-
tions and EU to Asia transactions. LATAM region is specially concerning from this angle in the 
B2B as there are many countries taking measures in the same general direction but with countless 
different implementation nuances, over-complicating a consistent global approach for certain 
mostly digital flows. This needs to be tackled.

C. Implementation of the BEPS package
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The current 3 doors left open by October 2015 BEPS Action 1 report, as being gradually applied, it 
is producing a fragmented, complex and uncertain landscape for global digitally enabled entrepre-
neurs.

Maximum immediate focus on highest degree of international consensus about any path forward 
is needed right now. Also, as the 3 following options have fundamental application and implemen-
tation issues, any potential enforcement should have to be considered temporary and a bridge to a 
more fundamental and sustainable reform of the overall international tax system.

D.1 - 
a) Tax nexus concept of “significant economic presence”:

• What transactions should be included within its scope? 
Difficult to carve out specific transactions.

• How should the digital presence be measured and determined?
Seems that a kind of significant economic presence (SEP) through the use of digital elements 
to generate the taxing legitimacy is purported here. Digital elements are used in the cyber 
space and while there is an element that allows full geo-location of any hardware activity which 
is the associated IP address, any construction here will be against the idea of not ring-fencing 
digital economy, and break current international principles like the disconnection or absence of 
co-relation of the value creation place with the “digital connectors” or “general factors” sugges-
ted by BEPS Action 1 (Digital factors / User based factors / Revenue based factors).
It is true that local sourced revenue would indicate “monetization” by the foreign player, but in 
the highly risky digital business models that is not always equivalent to profit. Allocating the 
foreign pertaining costs belonging to this part of the SEP taxable establishment activity would 
be required to avoid distortions. Going back to the scattered value chain ecosystem, this would 
be an unwieldy exercise.

About the connecting nexus digital factors, let’s take one mentioned in Action 1 like “remote 
collection of data” with an specific example: In the Electricity industry, one of the digitalization 
impacts it’s been investments in developing intelligent electricity distribution networks through 
remote monitoring of production and millions IOT based sensors in downstream to build up the 
smart-meeting network. This will enable them a more efficient productive asset management 
and optimizing offer and supply when possible. It would have little sense for an international 
Energy company to create a local platform in every country to process the data captured locally 
and duplicate teams to analyze it.

The central entity would have to consider if allocating the value added to the local productive 
units, through a rational arm’s length pricing policy indeed but if any remote collection of intra-
group raw/basic data out of the subsidiary country is to represent a PE that would be a very 
serious operational problem from many angles.

D. Options to address the broader direct 
tax policy challenges
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In any case, the potential existence of a SEP tax establishment, co-existing with a subsidiary, or 
a potential traditional corporate income tax PE, or even a VAT PE, will add complexity, and diffi-
culties to manage in practice; all these figures, if co/existing, should be treated equally unless 
some EU fundamental principles are also broken.

For most multi/activity MNEs business models, reconcile international activity with a local digi-
tal presence and a level of local physical presence on top is difficult.

• How could meaningful income be attributed to the significant economic presence and how 
would such an approach interact with existing rules?

The initial perception of this question formulation suggests certain bias. None of the drivers 
suggested are directly representing value added generated in the country. We know the second 
step of this SEP alternative would mean the attribution of profit which is no simple deal and 
OECD Action 1 suggested for this either a Fractional Apportionment or a Modified Profit Split 
method. But idea was, in our view, properly abandoned.

Implementation would require a wide review of the AOA and the General TP guidelines.

In practice for tax payers, reflecting on how to reconcile a significant economic digital presence 
profit attribution, coordinated and connected with the rest of the global value chain drivers, is a 
too complex exercise for any global MNE or SMB in any industry.

• How could such a measure be efficiently and effectively implemented in practice?

Not without very fundamental issues in our view.
Although we recognize that an assumed non- established company that has several digital 
touch points with local business or consumers tax payers, can be indirectly benefiting with 
some of the public services of that country, establishing that relation is not easy and overall, 
the implementation of this SEP seems to us, as explained, complex and demanding, with diffi-
cult interaction with many of the current international tax principles and collateral impacts.

If h SEP profit allocation, relative to the rest of the MNE value chain has to be computed, it is 
true that leaving aside difficulties in finding the right comparables in the digital age, an appro-
priate well supported global value chain activity analysis, addressed with the right functions 
assets and risks analysis following the revised TP guidelines and Actions 8-10 of BEPS, should 
provide a base indeed to allocate profits between jurisdictions and intervening figures (HQ, sub-
sidiaries, SET establishment....etc....).

But the task of that analysis is every day more difficult/subjective due to several reasons whose 
impact is relevant in practice.

Our opinion is that such a SEP measure may over-complicate life of the tax payer when having 
to interpret all the potentially applicable situations/rules and any result would have to be con-
sidered in the broader context of the global MNE to assess its rational and demonstrate no 
double taxation, leading likely to un-fair, difficult to objectivize situations.

Hence, clear and objective rules to determine when a SEP is existing, are more than imperative.

Two key points of the current G20 agenda are tax certainty and growth, so clarity must come 
with any new tax measure affecting the digital world scattered value chains.
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That is why if any short-term measure has to be adopted while the full tax system is reconside-
red, then, we would suggest not this option but an easy to understand / apply measure with full 
legal certainty on its application/computation.

b) Withholding tax on certain types of digital transactions:

• What transactions should be included within its scope?

BEPS Action 1 text suggested remotely concluded digital/electronic transactions of foreign 
companies with local market customers, likely B2B only, that are already monetizing (i.e. 
generating direct revenue).

In our view the digital elements component of the B2B income should not be ancillary, but 
predominant. Making any further differentiation / segmentation of digital transactions seems 
difficult. But two relevant caveats are needed instead:

1. This measure should only affect “stateless tax income”, or income that has not been 
declared / reported in the corporate tax base of a company that has the right level of 
active substance in any country in the world or to income that the primary revenue co-
llector shares in any way (including through license) or attributes in a big portion to/with 
hybrid transparent entities lacking executives & commensurate operating substance or 
being billed out from non-cooperative countries. 
 
It should not affect any digital income that has been declared in the country of the 
billing party by an “active company” with adequate level of substance/employees. In 
other words, this alteration of the current international system should not be purported 
for transparent MNES that are responsible tax payers playing in a difficult international 
field. 
 

2. In this eventual option, the gross base for the “digital WT” should cover only predomi-
nantly digital flows with non-related local customers that are well differentiated from 
other types of treaty incomes. Otherwise the measure will force most MNEs to start 
withholding over many intercompany international services flows that are already cove-
red by different articles of the Model Tax Treaty on their income qualification, as a good 
number of these services are digitally powered at different levels. Opening this door, is a 
tough battle.

Last, a remark is needed about data transfers if potentially are being considered “in sco-
pe” here: The vast and endless evolution of data production in the future should make 
all us rather extremely prudent in the international context when analyzing this concrete 
topic.

• How could the negative impacts of gross basis taxation be mitigated?

The only way is by stablishing a reasonably low WT rate, and even though, for some digital low 
margin business models of existing MNES or for start-ups, it could slow- down their internatio-
nal expansion and affect their sustainability.
Therefore, a big enough minimum threshold based on overall unitary MNE entity aggregated 
B2B revenue by market jurisdiction would be needed.
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• How could the threat of double taxation be mitigated?

This is an extremely sensitive issue as there are legitimate digital platforms, or MNE business 
models that have not being using extreme interpretations of tax/legal regulations nor tax law 
loopholes, nor sham structures, in their past expansion, while working extremely hard to build 
up a position in the market. Alternatively, there are parts of the business of some MNEs in digi-
tal sector that are or will soon be going through a digital “direct model” co-existing with a tradi-
tional locally routed business in a multichannel strategy.

loopholes, nor sham structures, in their past expansion, while working extremely hard to build 
up a position in the market. Alternatively, there are parts of the business of some MNEs in digi-
tal sector that are or will soon be going through a digital “direct model” co-existing with a tradi-
tional locally routed business in a multichannel strategy.

The elimination of any chance of double taxation for these players out of this potential mea-
sure has to be a MUST, as well as the reduction of any potential financial impact stressing it’s 
working capital even more. Otherwise, this WT would be just a collection measure rather than a 
redistributive tool.

Let’s remember that such a WT construction could re-semble that of an additional/duplicative 
consumption tax.

The key message here is we do not want/support double taxation, but we expect also no “non-
taxation” or “minimal nominal taxation” distorting the level playing field.

• How could such a measure be efficiently and effectively implemented in practice?

Not easy to circumvent some international trade rules or requests for non-tax discrimination 
between resident and non-residents in certain areas like the EU.
Our strong suggestion would be to stablish a process of granting automatic foreign tax credit 
legitimacy for “certified tax payers”: grant automated agile deduction of the source countries 
WT at the level of the income recipient country if certain conditions are meet.

We suggest avoiding include B2C direct flows under this WT as do not endorse searching for a 
potential intermediary party like banks/agent platforms / payment agents / to do the retention/
collection work.

c) Digital equalisation levy:

• What transactions should be included within its scope?

This is another way of taxing non-resident companies with SEP in a country. Same previous 
considerations to firstly define the SEP would apply.

Only pre-defined remotely concluded B2B sales transactions, that achieve a certain threshold 
potentially representative of “SEP”.

There could be a long list of specific potential digital transaction descriptions, and some coun-
tries are trying to list those (see India’s draft proposals to evolve their current equalization levy), 
but in our perspective what has to be clear is that the flow must be “predominantly digital”. In 
other words, if someone is delivering a more traditional service that now has a little or some
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technology imbedded, those type of flows should be completely out of any equalization levy 
scope.

Only stateless income, mainly un-declared income or income declared in substance- less com-
panies, should be included in a measure like this. See please our previous comments on a 
potential digital transactions withholding-tax.

Going to an extreme but also suggested position of taxing the contributions of the local users/
customers or user derived parameters (MAU/active users etc) under an equalization levy model 
and with a separate valuation should be a sensible, difficult road, that challenges even more 
structural corporate tax principles. Note that a common B2C indirect tax framework is in its 
way in Europe, while for instance not going at the same speed in LATAM as it should be desira-
ble.

• How could the negative impacts of gross basis taxation be mitigated?

With a relevant enough gross revenue threshold to capture only “significant” potential economic 
presence. With the lowest rate possible and full sensitivity to frequency of transactions and 
situations like recently created companies or market penetration strategies, meaning at least 
the non-established company needs to have been remotely serving local clients above a cer-
tain threshold along a minimum period (Say 3 years). This would not eliminate but mitigate the 
chances of equalization levy completely eating the reduced bottom line margin obtained by the 
foreign company posing a structural business issue for some EU companies also.

• How could the threat of double taxation be mitigated?

Not only double taxation but inequalities of resident to non-resident tax treatments
would likely be produced unless same rules applied for all.

As a first condition also, the absence of a declared Corporate Tax PE in source country should 
be a requisite for this levy.

If an equalization levy takes the form of a non-income tax, recovering it can be extremely hard. 
Even if it is not approved as a corporate profit income tax regulation countries should agree 
a consensual treatment that applies cross borders under regular treaty networks and ensure 
good citizen tax payers with digital business models can recover this extra cost in the effective 
beneficiary entity corporate income tax return or in any other feasible way.

It would have to be clear that the equalization tax is the final tax liability of the nonresident 
company delivering digital products/or services, and avoiding the need for any additional trans-
fer pricing documentation or profit attribution computation for that portion of the non-resident 
company business in the Equalization Levy country.
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• How could such a measure be efficiently and effectively implemented in practice?

If finally implemented, a smooth on-line reporting tool should exist, and extreme care should be 
observed before considering intermediate players like banks, payment companies, etc as the 
solution to the collection issue.

Assuming a B2B equalization levy, the minimum threshold should ensure it applies to compa-
nies more used to international trade flows.

But the real challenge is how the payer can effectively know which foreign player is subject to 
the levy and which one is not.

Digital Economy Taxation Think Tank, DET3, is an EU based association being formed, and the pertinent internal- external legal authorizations are in the process 
of being obtained/agreed. The association and the members reserve the right to adjust, change or remove the logos used under these and related materials


